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Case Study of Zombie Lending: 
Europe in the past decade

- "Kicking the Can Down the Road: Government Interventions in the European Banking 
Sector" (with Lea Borchert, Maximilian Jager, Sascha Steffen), forthcoming, Review of 
Financial Studies
Download PDF Download Data on Government Interventions in the European Banking 
Sector 

- "Whatever It Takes: The Real Effects of Unconventional Monetary Policy" (with Tim Eisert, 
Christian Eufinger and Christian Hirsch), Review of Financial Studies, 2019, 32(9): 3366-3411.
Download PDF 

** “Zombie Credit and (Dis-)Inflation: Evidence from Europe" (with Matteo Crosignani, Tim      
Eisert and Christian Eufinger), October 2019, revised September 2020
Download PDF

http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/%7Esternfin/vacharya/public_html/pdfs/ABJS-Bank-Bailouts.pdf
http://www.sascha-steffen.de/uploads/5/9/9/3/5993642/abjs_-_government_interventions_-_july_2020.xlsx
https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article/32/9/3366/5298322
http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/%7Esternfin/vacharya/public_html/pdfs/Eurozone_Inflation_20200929.pdf


Significant increase in the share of zombie firms in Europe



• Increase in zombie prevalence coincides with significant drop in inflation
• Inflation forecasts significantly overestimate realized inflation since 2013

Zombies and Inflation



Zombies and Inflation: Mechanism 



Case Study: Italian Concrete and Cement Industry
• Negative demand shock

• Production volumes -60% between 2008 and 2016
• Difficult to export

• Emergence of zombie firms
• Cementir CEO in 2017: ``In Italy, in the cement industry, we have zombies kept alive 

by banks. [...] Banks do everything they can to keep these zombies alive to avoid 
realizing losses on their balance sheets.’’

• Plants need to work at approx. 80% capacity to cover fixed costs
 Excessive productive capacity

• Effect on prices:
• Standardized product and inelastic demand
• Industry representatives obtain a Senate hearing to discuss the ongoing crisis: “The 

excessive productive capacity caused an unprecedented price competition that, in 
turn, caused firms to realize large losses’’

• The price of cement in Italy was 22% below the EU27 average cement price in 2015



• Firms turn into zombies by obtaining ultra-cheap credit
• Zombie firms become more levered

The Anatomy of Zombies



• Zombie firms 
• see a short-term boost in sales
• remain unprofitable even years after obtaining cheap credit

The Anatomy of Zombies



• Initially lower default probability for zombie firms
• Over time, defaults among zombie firms increase significantly

The Anatomy of Zombies



• Decrease in inflation more pronounced for industries with higher growth in the share
zombie firms 

Inflation in zombie vs non-zombie industries



• Without increase in zombie prevalence, inflation would have been 0.4pp higher
• Accounts for 48% of the inflation forecast error

Counterfactual inflation without increase in zombie prevalence



Examples for the effect of zombies on inflation



A cul de sac for Accommodative 
Monetary Policy?

- Low to negative rates, large-scale asset purchases, QE infinity, …
- Low growth, below-target inflation…
- Accommodate more? Do what it takes until whenever it takes?
- More zombies, even lower growth and inflation!

- Fiscal, banking, real sector issues side-stepped as central banks “push on a string”!!

- Contrast Europe and Japan with United States (bank recap, stress tests, fiscal push)



Quest for Restoring Financial Stability in India –
My Experience as a Central Banker…
Implications for the post-pandemic world

https://www.amazon.com/Quest-Restoring-Financial-Stability-India-ebook/dp/B08D3XQQPX/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=viral+acharya&qid=1596045517&sr=8-1


My simple view of political economy

• Summarized in six words in a proverb in my mother-tongue (Gujarati)

“Jyaan Raja Vyapari, Tyaan Praja Bhikhari”

Where the King is a Trader, Subjects are Beggars!

• India remains stuck in centralized control and allocations, achieved 
(perpetrated!) through state-owned banks, enterprises, regulations, …



A two-point agenda when I left for India

• “Fix” India’s public sector banks
- Privatize
- Recapitalize
- Correct (Prompt Corrective Action)
- … first, Recognize

• Unleash the power of capital markets for efficient allocation



Too early to tell, but on a quick assessment

• Moderate success on fixing public sector banks (prompt corrective action, 
recapitalization, maintaining capital, recognizing losses, …)

• Greater success in unleashing capital markets (fixed income and currency 
markets – both cash, but especially, derivatives)

• Other areas:
- Consolidating and strengthening research and analytics behind the flexible inflation-

targeting monetary policy framework
- Providing a conceptual framework to currency intervention and capital controls
- Deepening the financial stability analysis 
- Making the human resource incentive/performance-based around medium-term 

strategy for the central bank as a whole



Overall, a sense of unfinished reform agenda

• Often one step forward, two steps back…
- All reforms seemed to face an uphill battle from idea to completion
- Almost always impossible to complete a reform fully and sustainably

• Was there a common under-current of resistance?
• What were we always up against?
• Why was it hard to get consensus on seemingly obvious long-term 

structural and financial reforms that make such common sense?

• Economics comes to rescue and provides insights when all else fails
- Don’t need separate explanation for each fact
- Without a conceptual framework, anything goes – yes, anything!



Eureka!!!

Fiscal Dominance –
A Theory of Everything in India

(Prelude chapter of the book)



Traditional notion of fiscal dominance

“Fiscal dominance is an economic condition that occurs when a country 
has a large government debt and deficit such that monetary policy 
targets keeping the government from bankruptcy as opposed to 
economic targets such as inflation, growth and employment.”

- India, a strong candidate for the prevalence of fiscal dominance
- Large fiscal deficit, mostly populist revenue expenditure (subsidies) rather 

than capital expenditures (infrastructure)
- Sizeable current account deficit, highly sensitive to oil prices
- Strong remnants of centralized economic structure and control, which 

facilitates business/incumbent-friendly rather than market-friendly policies



Traditional notion of fiscal dominance

“Fiscal dominance is an economic condition that occurs when a country has 
a large government debt and deficit such that monetary policy targets 
keeping the government from bankruptcy as opposed to economic targets 
such as inflation, growth and employment.”

- Game-theoretic sense: Fiscal always moves first; monetary follows
- BUT… Does the monetary policy always have to “follow”?
- Can it be a game of the chicken? (Sargent-Wallace, Plantin et al.)

- More importantly, fiscal dominance extends beyond monetary policy
- Provides a stark warning to the proponents of Modern Monetary Theory who see 

state-contingent coordination of monetary and fiscal policy as a blessing
- It’s a slippery slope; experience of emerging markets should caution developed ones



Fiscal dominance beyond monetary policy

• Bank recapitalization and regulation
- Excessive forbearance: Loan loss recognition, zombie lending, protracted 

provisioning, “soft” capital requirements and “hard” liquidity coverage ratio

• Disclosure norms
- Lack of default disclosure by public/private firms, even to rating agencies

• Monetary policy for (short-term) financial stability
- Recapitalize banks through Treasury gains rather than focus on inflation target

• Market regulations
- Asymmetric mark-to-market treatment for government bonds, moral suasion 

of (state-owned) banks in bond auctions



Pervasive fiscal dominance (cont’d)

• Macro-prudential external sector / Capital controls
- Encouraging short-term capital flows, especially debt, rather than equity
- Relaxing controls to relax fiscal constraints, not private financial constraints

• Tunneling of government-owned enterprises and the central bank
- Dividends to fund deficits rather than capital expenditures at enterprises
- Erosion of central bank equity rather than preserving it as “AAA+” subsidiary

• Ownership structure of banks and firms
- Retain government ownership for credit and real sector allocations
- Avoid disinvestments, while tunneling all available balance-sheets

• Fiscal “innovations”
- Shifting expenditures to off-balance sheet entities and post-accounting year



Government myopia -> crises, low growth

• Central bank (can) play a Test match; governments play a T20!

• Fiscal dominance and its perverse effects throughout the financial 
sector get worse as elections approach

• Coincidence of such an outcome with an external sector shock (oil-
price rise of over 50% to $85 per barrel during Apr-Oct 2018) can 
expose the economy to “sudden stop” and related financial fragility

• Favoring incumbents leads to overall loss of productivity and growth



Other implications of fiscal dominance

• Crowding out of the corporate sector
- Especially small and medium-sized enterprises 
- But also higher-rated firms

• External sector fragility of corporate sector financing / investments

• Financial fragility of firms reliant on market financing

• Poor transmission of monetary policy to the real economy



Policy Responses During the 
Pandemic

Zombie Lending 
<->

Fiscal Dominance 
(Inflation, Bank regulation)

<->
Financial Instability



How does one fight such fiscal dominance?

• Independence /autonomy of regulatory institutions
- Central bank and Securities exchange: Appointments, termination, term length
- Regulation should be ownership-neutral; however, not be a race to the bottom 

• Rules rather than discretion
- Inflation targeting framework, Bankruptcy code to resolve NPAs, Asset quality 

reviews, Prompt corrective action, Public credit registry, Basel capital/liquidity norms
• Play the game of chicken / Lean against the wind

- Possible within a well-justified long-term interpretation of the legal mandate
- Obduracy against myopia helps shift focus to structural reforms / real economy

• Transparency, reason, voice
- Accountability of actions, research and fact/analysis-based policy-making, speaking 
truth to the power (on “fisc”) by putting public interest before career and promotions



Thank you! 
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